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ABSTRACT   

Owing to their combination of low weight and high strength, carbon fiber reinforced composites are widely used in the 

aerospace industry, including for primary aircraft structures. Porosity introduced by the manufacturing process can 

compromise structural performance and integrity, with a maximum porosity content of 2% considered acceptable for 

many aerospace applications. The main nondestructive evaluation (NDE) techniques used in industry are ultrasonic 

imaging and X-ray computed tomography, however both techniques have limitations. Edge Illumination X-ray Phase 

Contrast Imaging (EI XPCi) is a novel technique that exploits the phase effects induced by damage and porosity on the 

X-ray beam to create improved contrast. EI XPCi is a differential (i.e., sensitive to the first derivative of the phase), 

multi-modal phase method that uses a set of coded aperture masks to acquire and retrieve the absorption, refraction, and 

ultra-small-angle scattering signals, the latter arising from sub-pixel sample features. For carbon fiber-reinforced woven 

composite specimens with varying levels of porosity, porosity quantification obtained through various signals produced 

by EI XPCi was compared to ultrasonic immersion absorption C-scans and matrix digestion. The standard deviation of 

the differential phase is introduced as a novel signal for the quantification of porosity in composite plates, with good 

correlation to ultrasonic attenuation.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Porosity is defined as a large number of sub-millimeter voids that do not affect the structural integrity of the plate on an 

individual level, but can affect the mechanical properties of the sample as a whole [1]. Porosity occurs during the 

manufacturing process of composites, and the aim is to minimize it or keep below 2% according to the current industrial 

standards [1, 2]. Different techniques are used for porosity estimation in composite materials, destructive methods 

include matrix digestion [3] and micrography [4]. For the non-destructive evaluation (NDE) of porosity, ultrasonic 

imaging [5–7] and X-ray computed tomography (CT) [8–10] are the standard techniques employed in industry. 

Ultrasonic imaging is practical and can be used in situ, but has relatively low resolution (100 µm). X-ray CT allows for 

3D visualization and, assuming sufficient resolution, can produce a porosity map of the entire scanned sample, however 

it has limitations in sample size and typically requires long scanning times.  

EI XPCi is a new X-ray imaging technique that relies on the phase effects that accompany the absorption of X-rays when 

they pass through a material. In conventional X-ray imaging, variations in contrast rely on changes in the material 

attenuation coefficient and on the thickness of the feature of interest. For very thin features, or features with similar 

attenuation coefficients to their surroundings, conventional X-ray imaging often provides insufficient contrast, while 

XPCi allows a better contrast as it relies on the real part of the refractive index. When an object is introduced into an  

X-ray beam, the X-ray wavefront is distorted, causing a change in the direction of wave propagation [11]. Different 

XPCi methods exist, such as Talbot Lau interferometry [12] and free space propagation [13]. EI XPCi is a differential 

phase imaging technique, meaning that it measures the change in the refraction angle of the X-ray as it changes direction 

of propagation [14, 15]; this refraction angle is proportional to the first derivative of the phase change. This is done using 

a set of coded aperture masks to convert the phase effects into a change in the detected intensity [15]. EI XPCi allows for 

the simultaneous acquisition and retrieval of the absorption, refraction, and ultra-small angle scattering signals, the latter 
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due to features in the sub-pixel scale, with the acquisition of at least three images [16]. EI XPCi  is robust against 

environmental and energy variation, and can be implemented in a laboratory environment with a polychromatic and 

divergent beam, with variations of focal spot and pixel size having a manageable effect on its sensitivity [11]. Various 

XPCi methods were previously used to investigate impact damage [13, 17–19] and porosity [20, 21], and previous work 

has demonstrated the viability of EI XPCi as an NDE method for impact damage detection in composite plates [22, 23]. 

The complementarity offered by the phase-based signals was demonstrated to be effective in the determination of the 

type of damage present in the sample due to the different ranges of features observed in each channel. As a result, the 

refraction signal was demonstrated to highlight the presence of delaminations in samples, whereas the scattering signal 

proved effective in showing the full extent of the damage by highlighting sub-pixel features [23].  

In this investigation, EI XPCi is used for the quantification of porosity in fiber reinforced woven composite plates by 

comparing the three channels (absorption, refraction, and scattering) with ultrasonic through transmission immersion C-

scan imaging. A new signal, the standard deviation of the refraction signal, is introduced as a viable measure for the 

quantification of porosity content in composite plates, by comparing it to ultrasonic attenuation. The accuracy of the 

ultrasonic measurement is tested by comparing the attenuation signals to porosity values calculated from matrix 

digestion. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

A set of carbon fiber reinforced woven composite specimens were manufactured at the University of Manchester, 

containing varying levels of porosity, ranging from 0.7% to 10.7%. Nine plates of dimensions 120 mm x 160 mm were 

manufactured with a layup consisting of 10 pre-preg M21 epoxy-carbon woven fabric plies. The specimens were 

extracted from the plates that underwent a standard autoclave cure recommended for M21 laminates by Hexcel [24], 

which included the following parameters: panels were pressurized to 7 bar, heated at 2˚C/min; cure dwell at 180˚C for 

120min, cooling at 5˚C/min. Panels were depressurized when the temperature dropped below 60˚C, with 100% vacuum 

for the whole duration of the cure. Variations of the cure parameters were performed for each plate (consolidation of 

laminates by vacuum debulk during lay-up, edge breathing of laminate in vacuum bag, time under vacuum prior to start 

of cure, applied pressure during cure and cure temperature profile). Nine specimens of dimensions 100 mm x 50 mm 

were extracted from the plates after cure. Three additional 20 mm x 10 mm samples were extracted from areas in the 

plates next to the extracted specimen to determine the porosity content of the plates using matrix digestion, assuming 

nominal densities of 1.78 g/cm3 for the fibers and 1.28 g/cm3 for the matrix [25]. The variations in autoclave cure 

processes resulted in specimens with different porosity content, described in Table 1.  

For X-ray imaging, 15 mm x 15 mm regions of interest (ROI) were delimited on the edges of the plates using reflective 

tape, as shown in Fig. 1, due to the limited field of view of the X-ray system used and the need to include a background 

region in the scan for image normalization. As a result, 75% of the plate was scanned using X-rays, split into 18 ROIs, 

which were covered with 10 separate X-ray acquisitions.  

Table 1. Porosity values calculated from matrix digestion of the nine manufactured specimens. 

Porosity (%)  10.7% 6.6% 5.9% 3.9% 1.5% 1.3% 0.9% 0.9% 0.7% 

 

Figure 1. Specimen used for porosity investigation, with 15mm x 15mm ROIs marked in red and the areas covered by the  

X-ray acquisitions delimited in green.  
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Figure 2. Setup used for the through transmission ultrasonic C-scan imaging of the porosity specimens.  

The specimens were scanned using ultrasonic through transmission C-scan imaging at two different frequencies for 

comparison. The first scan included a 2.25 MHz focused emitting transducer (Olympus U8420169), with 0.25 in (6 mm) 

nominal diameter, 0.4 in (10 mm) focal length, 1.5 mm focal spot and 670 µm wavelength. The second scan used a 2.5 

MHz unfocussed emitting transducer, with 20 mm nominal diameter, a near field of 167 mm and 600 µm wavelength. 

For both measurements a 2.5 MHz unfocussed receiving transducer was used. The setup used is shown in Fig. 2. The 

transmitting transducer, immersed in water and connected to a pulser receiver (Panametrics 5601T), emits a pulse that is 

transmitted through the sample. The transmitted signal is captured by the receiving transducer, also connected to the 

pulser/receiver. The output signal is recorded by an Oscilloscope (LeCroy 9304) and the resulting signal saved as an A-

scan. The scans using the unfocussed 2.5 MHz/unfocussed 2.5 MHz transducer pair were performed using a 2 mm step 

size, resulting in 61 by 31 steps required to cover the full plate. The scans with the focused 2.25 MHz/unfocussed  

2.5 MHz transducer pair was done with a 1 mm step size, resulting in 121 by 61 steps. The A-scans were used to 

calculate the average signal attenuation of the ultrasonic signal by comparing it with the average signal emitted in water, 

using the equation: 

I (dB)  = 20 log (Vwater/Vplate)                                                                       (1) 

where I is the attenuation of the signal in dB, Vwater is the maximum amplitude of the ultrasonic signal in water, and 

Vplate is the maximum amplitude of the ultrasonic signal through the specimen  

The experimental setup for the Edge Illumination (EI XPCi) system is shown in Fig. 3. The first (“sample”) mask is 

placed upstream of the sample and splits the beam into individual beamlets. The “detector” mask, placed adjacent to the 

detector, makes the area between adjacent pixel insensitive to incoming X-rays. When a sample is placed in the beam, 

the X-rays change their direction of propagation due to refraction [26]. The used system [27] included a Rigaku 

MicroMax 007 HF rotating anode molybdenum source with a 70 µm focal spot, operating at 40 kVp and 20 mA. The 

detector was an indirect flat panel CMOS detector with a 50 x 50 µm2 pixel size. The sample mask, placed 0.7 m from 

the source, had an aperture of 12 µm and a pitch of 78 µm; the detector mask, placed 0.85 m from the source, had an 

aperture of 20 µm and a pitch of 98 µm. The detector mask was a skipped mask, meaning that every other pixel was 

made insensitive to incoming X-rays. This was done in order to reduce the cross-talk between neighboring pixels [28]. 

The system was only sensitive to phase effect in the x-direction. The image acquisition process included the acquisition 

of the illumination curve (IC), which is a bell-shaped curve that represents the variation of detected intensity at different 

positions of the sample mask relative to the detector masks. This was done by acquiring 19 flat field images at 19 relative 

sample mask positions, one at the position where the two masks are perfectly aligned, and 9 at symmetric, increasing 

displacements in each direction. 
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Figure 3. Laboratory setup of the edge illumination phase contrast imaging system. 

The samples were then introduced, and another 19 images were acquired for each specimen with the same relative 

sample mask positions as in the IC case. All images were acquired with 6 s exposure time. To increase image resolution, 

the sample was dithered (i.e., repositioned in different sub-pixel locations) 16 times. This allowed to reach a resolution 

determined by the sample mask aperture, i.e. 12 µm, in the x-direction, while resolution in the y-direction remains 

dictated by the detector performance (i.e. 100 µm, [29]). The phase retrieval of the three signals is based on the method 

described in [30], where the illumination curve is assumed to have a Gaussian shape. Different object-induced 

modifications of the Gaussian correspond to the three contrast channels provided by EI XPCi: absorption causes changes 

in its amplitude, refraction leads to a shift in its central position, and scattering leads to a broadening of the curve. The 

phase retrieval process is based on fitting a Gaussian to the illumination curve with and without a sample, and comparing 

the three parameters described above on a pixel-by-pixel basis to extract the corresponding contrast channels. An 

additional signal is introduced in this investigation, the standard deviation of the refraction signal, which corresponds to 

the presence of a number of object interfaces on a scale larger than the system resolution. This can be considered similar 

to the scattering signal for features equal to or larger than the system resolution, and therefore capable of detecting 

variations in the distribution of sample inhomogeneities on a scale larger than 12 µm. Note that, since the system is only 

sensitive to phase effects along the x-direction, refraction (or scattering, for that matter) signals are not detected along the 

y-direction, which makes resolution along that direction irrelevant to the analysis conducted here. 

 

Figure 4. Comparison of ultrasonic signal attenuation with porosity values obtained from matrix digestion for 

nine specimens, using focussed (2.25 MHz) and unfocussed (2.5 MHz) transducers.  
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3. RESULTS 

The first step in this investigation was to compare the average signal attenuation of the ultrasonic signal across the full 

plates from both the focused and unfocussed transducers to the porosity values obtained from the matrix digestion. This 

comparison can be seen in Fig. 4. Both attenuation values measured using the 2.5 MHz unfocussed and 2.25 MHz 

focused transducers show a very good correlation with the porosity content, especially for high porosities. It can be seen 

that, for low porosities (<2%), the ultrasonic signal shows little variation with the porosity value.  

Each plate generated 18 data points in each of the three X-ray signals, corresponding to the 18 ROIs defined (Fig. 1). The 

same ROIs were also delimited in the ultrasonic signals, and the average ultrasonic signal attenuation was calculated for 

each ROI to allow for a comparison with the X-ray signals. The three signals obtained from the EI XPCi system were 

plotted against the ultrasonic attenuation signal from both focused and unfocussed transducers. As an example, the 

absorption and scattering signals are shown in Fig. 5 for the plate with a matrix digestion porosity of 5.9%.  

Some correlation can be seen between the absorption signal and ultrasonic attenuation; however, the large error bars 

indicate that the signal variation of the X-ray absorption signal is small compared to the variation in ultrasonic 

attenuation, both for the focused and unfocussed transducers. The variation observed here could indicate variations in the 

thickness of the plate, due to a possible uneven distribution of epoxy during the curing process, as opposed to different 

levels of porosity in different areas of the plate. The X-ray scattering signal was also plotted against the ultrasonic signal 

attenuation from both transducers. Here, no correlation can be observed. Since scattering was proven to be highly 

effective in the detection of microscopic damage [23], we attribute this to the lack of porosity features on the relevant 

scale, i.e., below 12 µm.  

 

 

Figure 5. Comparison of the absorption and scattering signals obtained from the EI XPCi image with both the 2.5 MHz 

unfocussed and 2.25 MHz focused transducers for the specimen with 5.9% porosity.  
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Figure 6. Standard deviation of the refraction signal compared with ultrasonic signal attenuation for the 2.5 MHz unfocussed 

and 2.25 MHz focused transducers for the specimen with 5.9% porosity.  

In order to account for the possibility that the average size of the pores distributed across the 5.9% porosity sample could 

be larger than 12 µm, the standard deviation of the refraction signal was compared with the ultrasonic attenuation signals 

for both transducers, as shown in Fig. 6. Note that it would have little meaning to perform a comparison directly with the 

refraction signal itself, as this simply highlights the edges of the features. For this reason, its standard deviation expresses 

how many “edges” on average are present within a certain region, thus providing a similar signal to the scattering 

channel, but over larger (i.e., resolvable) signals. As can be seen, a strong correlation is observed, both with the 

unfocussed and the focused transducers. This indicated that the standard deviation of the refraction signal can be used as 

a tool for the quantification of porosity in composite plates when the average size of the defects exceeds the system 

spatial resolution. 

The same analysis was performed on all nine plates, and the standard deviation of the refraction signal was plotted 

against the ultrasonic signal attenuation for the 18 ROIs of each specimen, for the ultrasonic attenuation values obtained 

both the unfocussed and focused transducer. The results are shown in Fig. 7. 

 

Figure 7. Standard deviation of the refraction signal for 18 ROIs for the 9 specimens compared with ultrasonic signal 

attenuation for: (a) 2.5 MHz unfocussed transducer; (b) 2.25 MHz focused transducer.  
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A clear correlation can be observed between the standard deviation of the refraction and the ultrasonic attenuation signal 

obtained using both the unfocussed and the focused transducers. The correlation fits best for plates with ultrasonic signal 

attenuation above 10 dB, which corresponds to plates with porosity above 2%. For plates below 2% porosity, only 

limited variation in signal is observed in the standard deviation of the refraction for the individual ROIs, whereas the 

ultrasonic signal attenuation seems to vary more. However, as shown in Fig. 4, the ultrasonic attenuation does not 

correlate well with porosity from matrix digestion for plates below 2% porosity. While from these results one could be 

tempted to conclude that the standard deviation of the refraction signal can be used as a tool for the quantitative 

estimation of porosity for plates with at least 2% porosity, in truth the interplay between scatter and standard deviation of 

the refraction signal must be understood in more detail before firm conclusions can be drawn.  

4. CONCLUSIONS  

Ultrasonic signal attenuation measured using transducers with different frequencies and foci was compared for carbon 

fiber reinforced woven composite plates with different porosity, calculated from matrix digestion. It was found that the 

ultrasonic signal attenuation correlates with porosity content for porosities above 2%. Below 2%, the signal attenuation 

did not vary significantly with varying porosity. The use of a focused transducer gave a slightly better correlation with 

porosity than unfocussed transducers, an expected result as the focused beam allows for a better spatial resolution and 

thus better resolution of the porosity in the samples.  

Edge illumination (EI XPCi) was used for the quantification of porosity in the composite plates by comparison with 

ultrasonic attenuation. Specific ROIs were compared for each individual plate. Limited correlation was found between 

the ultrasonic attenuation and the absorption and scattering contrast channels. A new signal, the standard deviation of the 

refraction, which represents the variation in inhomogeneity distribution across the ROI for features on a scale equal to or 

above the system resolution, was introduced for the quantification of porosity. A good correlation was found between the 

ultrasonic attenuation and the standard deviation of the refraction for plates with porosity levels above 2%. Further 

investigations will be required to assess whether the limited correlation below 2% is due to the nature of the new signal 

or to limitations of the ultrasonic attenuation measurements, since ultrasonic attenuation did not correlate with the matrix 

digestion porosity values below 2%. Moreover, the interplay between the standard deviation of the refraction and 

scattering must be further investigated, as the simultaneous presence of pores above and below the system resolution 

may require some complex weighting between the two signals to produce a reliable quantification.  
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